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Abstract: Using a single cloud datacenter in Cloud network can have several disadvantages for users, from excess energy consumption to increase dissatisfaction of users of service and price of provided services. The Cloud broker as an intermediary between users and datacenters can play a key role to enhance users' satisfaction and reducing energy consumption of datacenters that are located geographically in different areas. In this paper, we have attempted to provide an algorithm that assigns datacenter to users through rating various datacenters. This algorithm has been simulated by Cloudsim and will result in high levels of user satisfaction, cost-effectiveness and improving energy consumption. In this paper, we show that this algorithm can save 44\% of energy consumption and 7\% of cost saving to users are in sample simulation space.
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1. Introduction

Despite the expanding world of Cloud computing, one of the most important part that consume a lot of energy hardware as an element in datacenter [1, 2]. On the other hand, however, some companies that use Cloud computing services do all their calculations on Cloud brokers outside of organization and use internal equipment (Hybrid Cloud Computing) that their energy consumption management will seem important for user [3]. Datacenters of Cloud computing become so large-scale and wide that have detrimental effects on environment [9] and effect on global warming. According to estimates [5] datacenters consume each year a large amount of electrical energy and import huge amounts of carbon dioxide into atmosphere and this amount is growing at a high rate annually, so that energy consumption of Cloud brokers of datacenters has increased 56\% from 2005 to 2010. The energy consumption in 2010 will be 1 to 1.5\% of Earth\'s total energy consumption\(^1\).

The reason for our focus on processing resources of datacenters is it\’s over consumption compared to other sectors of Cloud brokers so that, according to research [4, 17] 89\% of total energy consumption of Facebook network datacenters is related to processing elements of datacenters. Energy consumption of datacenters related to Cloud brokers impose much costs to providers and government, so that consumed power cost of datacenters in United States in 2010 amounted to 23.6 billion dollars. Following the current status, a sum will be added to this amount annually. On the other hand, despite different Cloud brokers with different characteristics, users may not get all their needs from a single Cloud broker because a Cloud broker might not service based on budget and needs of users. Therefore, in this study we unveil a component on different Cloud brokers that will communicate with multiple Cloud brokers across geographic areas and guarantee user satisfaction based on user requirements and policies for improving energy consumption and improving service speed to users [6]. The main problems in here are how we can choose the suite resource in datacenter for each user\’s request? And how we can improve satisfaction of users? In this paper, we will run an algorithm for rating datacenters on Cloud broker where energy consumption, speed of service to users and users\’ cost will be improved. The proposed algorithm is simulated by Cloudsim. Cloudsim that is a tool in Java language and is used in order to simulate various algorithms on Cloud networks. The result and comparison sections simulated using this tool.

This paper generally consists of four sections; in first section literature on optimization by Cloud brokers will be studied. In second section, we will examine the architecture of Cloud broker. Third section presents allocation algorithm of datacenter by Cloud broker based on ratings. Finally, in fourth section we will present the results and comparisons.

2. Literature Review

Many studies have been done in the field of reducing energy consumption in Cloud brokers, but the number of studies where the Cloud broker element is used as the main factor affecting energy consumption efficiency is very few. Beloglazov [2] deals with

---

\(^1\) - However, this amount is currently estimated to be 2\%
optimizing the energy consumption within Cloud brokers with methods that are planned on Grid. This research has also pointed to Cloud broker, but their role in management of energy consumption is very little. So further energy consumption optimization is done on providers’ resources and energy consumption management has become an internal issue in Cloud brokers. Using methods such as maximum application of resources and avoiding workless internal processing elements within network are provide in this paper.

In another research, Zhang et al. [18] introduced an algorithm for load balancing on different Cloud brokers on Grids. In this paper, two types of load distribution have been done on different Cloud brokers

1. Load distribution on time components; where load distribution is done based on local times of different Cloud brokers.
2. Load distribution on load type; where Cloud brokers are classified and each of them provide a particular service. This study was conducted on Grids and several years have passed from writing time, however, its idea and thought has created a new way for Cloud networks. Here this idea will be used.

Several algorithms have been provided for promoting efficiency level of allocating Cloud resources to user requests. In an article conducted by Rodero et al. [11] allocating resources is done based on the nearest required hardware of users, so that each Cloud broker will have a special rating and user requests will be based on this rating. In rating algorithm, cost can be considered as a parameter.

In a study conducted by Koomey [7], the total electricity used by servers in the U.S. and the world has been estimated using combined measured data. Moreover, a comparison of synchronous and asynchronous data replication in cloud computing is investigated in [13]. Limbani and Oza [8] proposed a service broker policy for data centre selection in Cloud Environment. They also implement this policy and concluded that a cost effective routing of user requests has been achieved.

3. The Overall Architecture of Cloud Broker

There are three major components in Cloud networks that we consider here: Member users, Cloud broker and datacenters. Firstly, user sends his request to Cloud broker that is executable code. Cloud broker will allocate a datacenter to user based on policies that are already defined. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of network and how Cloud broker is placed there [10].

As it can be seen in Figure 1; user asks his request in a sub-minor network that can be small company (cloud broker in cloud scheduler allocates resource (cloud broker appropriate cloudy server) to desired request. The main subject of our research is to study on resource allocation algorithms in order to reduce the costs of users. Requests are stored in a list as multiple virtual machines after scheduling and allocating resources. The virtual machines must constitute appropriate architecture and codes for each corresponding cloud servers. This list is compiled in resource allocation management and each request will be connected to its cloud server. Using this architecture, we can reduce costs related to lack of appropriate resource allocation to users, the users waiting time, the renting cost of different servers and finally ensure customer satisfaction due to time and cost optimization [12, 15]. Algorithm on cloud broker will be introduced in order to allocate appropriate datacenters to users.

4. The Proposed Algorithm

In this study, we introduce an algorithm which allocates resource for each request. This algorithm has two major phases:

1. Introduction phase that constant characteristics of any datacenters will be ranked by sophisticated algorithm. Ranks like energy, cost and performance will be calculated in this section.
2. Running phase that combines another characteristics of datacenter called low time. This rank points to peak work time of servers, if server in peak workload time we would use another servers. At the end of this phase we will calculate overall rank of datacenter and assign best server to proper users.

4.1. Introduction Phase

Features like hardware and cost characteristics of servers will not change through running phase. Therefore, we ranked this characteristics as a StaticRank for reduce time of processing. In following we describe how to calculate the ranks of energy, cost
and performance that will construct the static rank. Figure 2 describes the flowchart of introduction phase.

4.1.1. Energy Rank

Energy consumption rating is based on processor, other hardware components and energy standards (each field will be a number between 1 and 10. Bigger= better). As depicted in Figure 3, the energy consumption is shown as 30% per CPU, 16% per RAM and other hardware components [1].

Processor has relatively uniform energy consumption in off peak or peak time and nature of this algorithm is originated from this point. Here, our aim is to provide a broader and physical algorithm that is done by Cloudy broker on different data centers not on one or more processors. Main memory has different situation that have less energy consumption based on architecture and technology. Here we consider 15% for it. Large amounts are spent for network equipment which are approximately the same on all architectures and generations and often are overlooked. For Power Supply Unit (PSU) that are responsible for Alternative Current (AC) to Direct Current (DC) conversion we cannot consider certain standard, because 60 and 80% of input energy is wasted in all units and this section will take up to 20 percent of total energy providers.

Equipment such as motherboards, fans and Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) slots can be argued that have same energy consumption on different architectures, so we ignore this component for energy rating of system. Disk power consumption is about 8 percent in system. If new architectures such as SSD and Flash are used, it can be very low [14]. Energy rating formula is as follows:

\[
\text{EnergyRank} = (0.4)(\text{CPU standards rank}) + (0.15)(\text{Ram rank}) + (0.1)(\text{PSU rank}) + (0.15)(\text{energy standard}) + (0.2)(\text{other})
\]

4.1.2. Cost Rank

Firstly, we insert cost of each of them on a table (as hour/dollar) with data center characteristic in order to get the cost rating of each datacenters. Then we arrange costs in descending form. The reason of sorting is finding mead element after that we calculate the difference of each cost to median element. In the following formula we discuss how it works. For each datacenter we need to calculate this cost Rank.

\[
\text{CostRank} = \frac{\text{MID/Cost}}{\text{Constant}} + \text{Constant}
\]

Constant in this formula using for normal the rank of cost because if we don’t use this parameter the small
difference of each cost may be decay that and assign low rate to it. In simulation section we discuss this ranking more precisely.

4.1.3. Performance Rank

In the present study, comparative algorithm of CPU 2006 is used to rate different processors. On the other hand, reliable Benchmark websites are used in order to rank RAM main memories and storage elements. We don’t focus to performance rank in this research because we don’t have any metrics to evaluate this feature (satisfying of users) however we present a surface view.

\[
\text{Performance Rank} = (0.4)(\text{CPU rank}) + (0.3)(\text{bw rank}) + (0.2)(\text{other rating like distance, storage, num of vms, os, ...}) \quad (3)
\]

Hand shaking physical algorithm will be used for bwRank characteristic that indicates the bandwidth rank and network performance, so that a computational package will be sent to each data centers. After processing, delay of each resource will be saved and ranked. Ranking is done based on rating of other datacenters that is a number between 1 and 10. Other elements such as distance between data center and user, number of virtual machines, operating system, etc. will be given based on experimental algorithms of ranking and limited factor of algorithms (this section may be the subject of future studies).

4.1.4. Static Rank

Now we have rank of energy, cost and performance of each datacenter static rank can be calculated by sum of these ranks. But the important question is that what kind of ranks are more important for us? Well this depending to users or organization policy. If the organization concern about energy consumption or environmental they can choose the servers that have better energy rank. However in this research we use these weightings:

\[
\text{Static Rank} = (0.4)\text{Energy Rank} + (0.2)\text{Cost Rank} + (0.2)\text{Performance Rank} \quad (4)
\]

This weights can be varied depend on desires of designers. It should be noted that these weights has been tested for different values and for the proposed values the system performance has the most improvement. Subsequently, we discuss about running phase.

4.2. Running Phase

Users and datacenters are spread in vary geographic area. When users send their requests, broker that handle our algorithm assign proper datacenter to user. The geographic location and peak hour can be very important [16]. Another rank that we must calculate in running phase is low Time Rank. This rank is dynamic because changed at any received request. This rank calculated by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lowTimeRank</th>
<th>Local time of datacenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>22:00 to 6:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6:00 to 8:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00 to 10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10:00 to 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14:00 to 16:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16:00 to 18:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18:00 to 20:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20:00 to 22:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This ranking not very accurate but we can do better by monitoring some real datacenters.

4.3. Overall Rank

So we have static and dynamic rank. We can calculate OverallRank.

\[
\text{Overall Rank} = \text{Static Rank} + (0.2)\text{lowTime Rank} \quad (5)
\]

Then best datacenters will assigning to users request. In following section we describe how simulation works.

5. Simulation

Here we use Cloudsim tool that is a set of JavaScript codes in order to implement algorithm. The system used for simulation has the following characteristics: Processor: Intel CPU core i7 Q720 1.6Ghz, RAM: 4GB, operating system: Windows 7 and compiler: Netbeans 7 Software Development Kit (SDK).

5.1. Simulation Paradigm

Ratings of each data center has been calculated by a separate program and based on algorithm. We introduced 10 thousand requests to system as statistical population. These requests are run as separate cloudlets in simulator. Finally, we compared energy consumption of each request by three algorithms named local assign, random local assign and flat assign. The sample chooses of datacenters came from Jason Read’s research that benchmarks real servers all around the world (see: https://www.scalescale.com/building-cloud-benchmarking-system). We extract 11 sample datacenters from this research (for approach our research to real world) and implement those characteristics in cloudsim. Each of these datacenters has a virtual machine that equal to its characteristics. In the following table these servers are defined. All of extracted energy ranks were checked by energy star and greenIT standards [16, 17]. These datacenters will spread over our hypothetical geographic place. Figure 4 describe geographic locality of each datacenter.
In our simulation users are located in locality of each datacenter. Number of users of each datacenter describe in Table 2. In cloudsim we are coinciding users to their requests. The maximum number of requests in peak time can infer as the maximum number of users.

Table 2. Characteristics of sample datacenters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC name</th>
<th>CPU type</th>
<th>CPU power</th>
<th>#of cores</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>HDD</th>
<th>Cost /hour</th>
<th>Geographic time</th>
<th>Maximum number of Cloudlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storm Cloud 16</td>
<td>Opteron 2350</td>
<td>2Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.2GB</td>
<td>3GB</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>12 GMT</td>
<td>35.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go grid 2gb</td>
<td>Xeon E5520</td>
<td>2.26Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>14 GMT</td>
<td>25.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go grid 1gb</td>
<td>Xeon E5520</td>
<td>2.26Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>16 GMT</td>
<td>20.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voxel 2gb</td>
<td>Xeon L5520</td>
<td>2.26Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>3GB</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>18 GMT</td>
<td>65.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon m1 small</td>
<td>Opteron 2218</td>
<td>2.6Ghz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7GB</td>
<td>3GB</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>8 GMT</td>
<td>22.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon m1 medium</td>
<td>Xeon E5410</td>
<td>2.33Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.7GB</td>
<td>3GB</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>6 GMT</td>
<td>40.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon m3 large</td>
<td>Xeon E5430</td>
<td>2.66Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.5GB</td>
<td>8GB</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>10 GMT</td>
<td>100.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack space vs. 4</td>
<td>Opteron 2374</td>
<td>2.2Ghz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>20 GMT</td>
<td>55.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New server med</td>
<td>Xeon x7460</td>
<td>2.66Ghz</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>4 GMT</td>
<td>67.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexi scale 2gb</td>
<td>Opteron 8218</td>
<td>2.6Ghz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>22 GMT</td>
<td>22.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Compared Algorithms

For showing the optimization of our algorithm we offer three others algorithms. In following we descrip how these algorithms works.

5.2.1. Local Selection

Every user just use local server. In this algorithm we don’t use broker and users directly use their local datacenter.

5.2.2. Random Local Selection

Like previous algorithm but in this algorithm we use broker and select randomly from utmost 3 near datacenter. Near datacenters indicate those datacenters that utmost 2 hours far from user’s local datacenter.

5.2.3. Flat Distribution

At any time of simulation we dedicate same number of Cloudlet to datacenter. This algorithm can consider as fair algorithm.

5.3. Simulation Results

We implement each sample datacenter and their characteristics to cloudsim. Our simulation will run every 2 hour and result will be saved.

5.3.1. Energy Optimization

In Figure 5 we can see the energy consumption of any algorithm compared with our proposed algorithm.

The last algorithm that we use in our simulation is another proposed algorithm that changed weight of energy rank and cost rank. This can show the flexibility of our algorithm.

5.3.2. Cost Optimization

In Figure 6 we can see users cost fees over our simulation.
6. Analyze of Results

As it can be observed in previous section, proposed algorithm can improve energy consumption and the cost. In Figure 7 and Tables 3 and 4 we present consumed energy and saved cost. The positive point of proposed algorithm is flexibility. That means designer can choose his/her policy and can reduce cost fee by choosing bigger weight over cost rank or same to energy rank.

1. Flexibility: broker can implement policies that may cost oriented policy or energy consumption policy.
2. Users satisfying: if you grant users cheaper service they will be happy this can be better if they know service has good performance and not charged environment.
3. Competition for better services: clearly, if broker can connect users to different kind of datacenter then datacenters will be going to race condition with each other and they must grant better services to user for survival.

Although we used IaaS datacenters in our algorithm that provide bare hardware for users but the architecture and type of machine will become an important issue.
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